Active Queue Management (AQM) is receiving wide attention as a promising technique to prevent and avoid congestion collapse in packet-switched networks. By providing advanced warning of incipient congestion, end nodes can respond to congestion before router buffer overflows and hence ensure improved performance. Random Early Discard (RED) is an IETF recommended active queue management scheme that is expected to provide several Internet performance advantages such as minimizing packet loss and router queuing delay, avoiding global synchronization of sources, guaranteeing high link utilization and fairness. It tends to drop packets from each connection in proportion to the transmission rate the flow has on the output link. It does not minimize the number of dropped packets as expected, but it manages to achieve improved performance when compared to the Tail Drop. In this paper, extensive experimental analysis has been carried out on RED using Network Simulator (NS-2) in relation to congestion control and decision has been settled where RED can perform better.
INTRODUCTION
RED is the first active queue management algorithm proposed for deployment in TCP/IP networks. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) includes eleven variants-Tahoe, FullTcp, TCP/Asym, Reno, Reno/Asym, Newreno, Newreno/Asym, Sack1, Fack, Vegas and VegasRBP as implemented in NS-2 [8] . In the traditional tail drop algorithm, a router or other network component buffers as many packets as it can, and simply drops the ones it cannot buffer. If buffers are constantly full, the network is congested. Tail drop distributes buffer space unfairly among traffic flows. RED monitors the average queue size and drops packets based on statistical probabilities [3] . If the buffer is almost empty, all incoming packets reaccepted. As the queue grows, the probability for dropping an incoming packet grows too. When the buffer is full, the probability has reached 1 and all incoming packets are dropped [2] .
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 2.1 Variation of Threshold over Simulation Periods
Simulation has been started with minimum threshold 15 and maximum threshold 40. Average queue size lies between min and max threshold. The minimum threshold (min th ) has been varied each time and the number of packets was counted at destination node during entire simulation period in connection with several TCP variants whose amount was as in Table 1 to Table 4 . It is observed that RED queue is very important for controlling the congestion. It can handle the congestion if user can tune the min th and max th perfectly. RED queue has been monitored very carefully and it is founds that if the min th is increased then the packet drop decreases. RED queue was also applied against various TCP versions-Reno, Newreno, Fack,Vegas and Sack1.When the min th was increased and other RED parameters then the number of packets successfully received apparently increased as demonstrated in Table I, Table II, Table III and Table IV and the corresponding figures for simulation time 70s, 140s, 210s and 280s respectively. average queue size exceeds max threshold or less than minimum threshold then packets are dropped which is shown in above all tables and corresponding figures.
RED Performance with TCP and UDP
From figure 5 , it is evident that received packet for TCP is greater than that of UDP. The performance of TCP is greater than UDP. By using RED model it was observed that congestion control in TCP is much more than UDP. So decision came to light that RED model control the congestion accurately. To compare the performance it is found that TCP is better than UDP because packet received is higher in it with respect to UDP. That is why packet loss is lower in TCP. For packet drop, it is clear that packet drop is higher in UDP than TCP and also occurs more congestion in it. It is possible to control congestion in TCP using RED model. 
Comparison of RED Algorithm with Drop Tail
In scenario with RED algorithm slightly more packets were sent through the network. What is more interesting the proportion between number of received TCP packets and number of received UDP packets was a little shifted. When RED algorithm was used less UDP packets and at the same time, more TCP packets were sent (1. 7% more TCP packets sent). This slightly lessens the unfairness in allocation of bandwidth among responsive and non-responsive flows. Greater end-to-end delay in scenario with tail drop algorithm is a result of heavy load that UDP traffic creates. Queue is maintained in almost full state and cause buffer delay to increase. The use of RED results in keeping the average queue length small and reduces the overall delay as buffer delay is smaller. The only disadvantage of using RED queue management algorithm in case of mixed TCP and UDP traffic is greater number of dropped packets. With only TCP flows present, number of dropped packets is smaller when active queue management is used. Presence of UDP flow causes a state of heavy load in the network. As UDP flows do not respond to congestion indication, more packets have to be dropped to keep the average queue length small.
CONCLUSION
Beginning section of the paper aims to find which TCP variant works better with RED as it is known that TCP is the mostly used protocol and it has a lot of variants and among them Reno, Newreon, Vegas, Fack and Sack1 have been considered here. Thereafter, an attempt has been under taken to devise RED performance with UDP and TCP in terms of packet receiving and packet dropping which is followed by performance investigation of RED with its another counter part Drop tail. 
